Privacy Policy
Personal data administration and processing
These below-described principles of personal data protection (together with our contractual terms
and conditions) determine the conditions under which the company KINDERWELT INVEST s.r.o. uses
and protects all personal data and other related information that you provide to us when using our
website. The company KINDERWELT INVEST s.r.o. is obliged to protect your privacy, including your
personal data, and undertakes to adhere to this duty in a regular manner. Any requirements to
provide your personal data when using the website as well as on other occasions are always in line
with the applicable legal regulations, including our internal regulations which complement them. We
continuously monitor current legislation in the area of personal data protection and update the
principles of personal data protection within the company accordingly. We also post all changes and
amendments of the rules of personal data protection on our website which is also reflected in the
changes and updates of these principles of personal data protection. Therefore, we kindly ask you to
monitor our principles of personal data protection on a regular basis. We are going to make all
changes of our principles of personal data protection in order to strengthen protection of your
personal data and enhance your comfort when you are in contact with us.
For the purpose of communication with our members, business partners or visitors to our website,
we collect only personal data that is necessary for us to perform our contractual duties or for the
purpose of our best possible mutual communication and to enhance the quality of our services or
communication with potential clients that are interested in our products and services.
For the aforementioned purposes, we usually collect your address (contact) personal details, such as
your full name, residential address (or alternatively post code only, at closing of an agreement also
date of birth, or a birth certificate number, it is requested by law), email address, telephone number,
etc. We collect the aforementioned personal data only when lawfully permitted, and we collect other
personal data, such as your interests and preferences or information on your visits to our website,
only with your explicit consent which you can revoke at any time.
We collect and retain personal data in order to be able to perform our duties in a regular manner, to
understand your preferences more deeply and to provide better services and deliver better products
to you. We use information on your visits to our website in order to improve and develop our
website. For this purpose, we will also notify you, from time to time, of all changes of our website,
products or services.
If you grant your consent to us, we will send you information concerning our promotional events,
new activities, special offers, etc.
We carry out analyses of data concerning visits to our website in accordance with the applicable legal
regulations in order to be familiar with professional trends in our business area, your preferences,
the visit rate of our website, etc. Moreover, we also use this type of information to strengthen the
security of our website and your personal data. We disclose information on your personal data or
your activities within our website to third parties only if required or permitted by the applicable legal
regulations.
If your register in any of our customer project, you will be automatically added to our mailing list, i.e.
a list of email addresses that will be sent information concerning the respective customer project.

Security
Privacy protection and personal data protection are very important for the company KINDERWELT
INVEST s.r.o. We comply with the applicable regulations of the European Union, Czech laws and
other regulations concerning personal data protection, and we treat all your information as
confidential. We have effective systems for personal data protection in place and we also try to avoid
any unauthorized access to, loss of or damage to personal data processed or collected by us,
including our website.
Cookies
Cookie file is a small text file which, when you visit our website, can asks you for permission to be
downloaded to your personal computer, smart phone, tablet or a different device that you use to
access websites. You can delete this file at any time. Cookie files are used for recording online
activities and include identification of websites that you use, information on what parts of our web
you browse through, the time you spent on browsing and to retain all your preferences. That can
helps us to analyse data concerning the web visit rate in order to improve the user environment on
our website in future. Generally, cookie files will help us to provide you a better website that allows
us to monitor which pages you find useful. Cookie files, however, in no case contain your personal
data. Utilization of cookies we plan alternatively in future, and towards of use it our website will
forewarn you. For more information on cookies please see e.g. the following website:
www.wikipedia.org.
Links to other websites
Our website may contain links to other third-party websites, e.g. websites of providers of various
services, etc. However, we hold no control over such third-party websites and they are not subject to
our principles of personal data protection. Their own principles of privacy protection will apply to
your personal data and they may differ from our principles. Since we refer to websites of our
respectable business partners, we are convinced that their personal data protection is also sufficient.
However, if you have any questions, please follow information provided on their websites.
Your control over personal data
You can limit personal data processing mainly in the following ways:
a) Whenever you will be asked to fill in any form on the website, look at the field, where you can
"click" that you do not want the information you provide to be used for direct marketing purposes.
b) If you do not want to receive marketing information, you can click on a link to cancel all emails
sent to you and disconnect from this type of email communication or you can do so by sending a
notice to the following mailing address: KINDERWELT INVEST s.r.o., Na Zatlance 1908/4, 150 00
Praha 5, Czech Republic, or to the following e-mail: zuzanazahradnikova@agemsa.com;
c) We will not sell, distribute or disclose your personal data to any third parties, unless we have your
explicit consent or unless we are legally permitted to do so;
d) We can provide you more information concerning your personal data at your request under the
conditions determined by the applicable legal regulations or transfer your personal data to a person
of your choice at your request under the conditions determined by the applicable legal regulations;
e) If you explicitly ask us to do so, we will delete your personal data that you have provided to us in
accordance with the applicable legal regulations or you can exercise your right to “be forgotten”,
provided that it is permitted by the applicable legal regulations. If you are convinced that any of your
personal data that we administer or process is incorrect, please send us a notice of such a fact to any
of the aforementioned addresses; in this respect, you can also receive responses to your questions
regarding protection of your personal data.

